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Structural and magnetic ordering in Pr0.65„CaySr1Ày…0.35MnO3: Quantum critical point versus
phase segregation scenarios

G. R. Blake,1,2 L. Chapon,3,* P. G. Radaelli,1,4 D. N. Argyriou,3 M. J. Gutmann,1 and J. F. Mitchell2
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2Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439
3Hahn-Meitner-Institut, Glienicker Straße 100, 14109 Berlin (Wannsee), Germany

4Department of Physics and Astronomy, University College London, Gower Street, London, WC1E 6BT, United Kingdom
~Received 5 June 2002; published 28 October 2002!

The phase diagram of Pr0.65(CaySr12y)0.35MnO3 , 0.6<y<0.8, has been determined by neutron diffraction,
magnetization, and electrical conductivity measurements in order to investigate the nature of the transition
between ferromagnetic metallic and charge-ordered insulating states neary50.75. Two possible scenarios for
this transition have been proposed: a ‘‘quantum-critical-point’’-like feature, near which an associated charge-
disordered paramagnetic phase is present, or a phase coexistence region. We demonstrate that the latter case is
true, phase segregation occurring on a mesoscopic macroscopic length scale~several hundred angstroms to
several microns!. Our results show that no significant amount of the charge-disordered paramagnetic phase is
present at low temperatures. Our data also indicate that the charge-ordered insulator to ferromagnetic metal
phase boundary is temperature as well as composition dependent.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.144412 PACS number~s!: 75.30.Vn, 75.30.Kz, 64.75.1g, 77.80.Dj
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is consensus on the statement that different par
the manganite perovskite phase diagram have distinct
nomenology, which can only be understood by using diff
ent ‘‘ingredients’’ to construct their physical picture. Th
assertion, while definitely true across the whole multidime
sional phase diagram, is put in strong focus if one consid
how properties change as a function of the tolerance fac1

By changing the size of theA-site ionic radius at constan
doping inAMnO3, one is able to affect the Mn-O-Mn bon
angles, which is expected to result in rather modest chan
of the one-electron bandwidth. However, by tuning this p
rameter near optimum doping, one is able to produce m
rials with completely different properties, varying from
charge- and orbital-ordered~CO! insulator to ferromagnetic
~FM! metal.

The properties of the higher-TC rhombohedral compound
such as La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 can be well understood in the frame
work of the conventional double-exchange~DE! mechanism,
although detailed agreement with the experiments can o
be reached using modern theoretical and computatio
tools.2 As the electronic bandwidth is reduced at const
doping, the crystallographic symmetry is lowered to orth
rhombic, thereby favoring the formation of Jahn-Teller~JT!
polarons. As a consequence, the Curie temperatureTC is sup-
pressed well below the value predicted by DE theory. T
intrinsic inhomogeneities occurring in this part of the pha
diagram have been evidenced by a variety of techniqu
sensitive to short-range~0.5–2 nm! FM ordering3 or JT po-
laron correlations.4 Also, several studies have demonstrat
that percolation between insulating and conducting doma
plays a critical role in determining the electrical conductiv
of these materials.5 Nevertheless, there have been many
tempts to treat the problem in the framework of
0163-1829/2002/66~14!/144412~9!/$20.00 66 1444
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‘‘effective-medium’’ approximation. Early on, Milliset al.6,7

proposed a model in which electron-phonon coupling
vored the formation of isolated polarons in the paramagn
state. As details of the nanostructure of these compou
became better known, more complex theoretical and com
tational models were proposed.8 Recently, the emphasis ha
been on including the role of chemical disorder in nucleat
relatively stable JT-correlated clusters, which would
gradually suppressed on cooling. In this spirit, a good qu
titative account of the magnetic, transport, and thermo
namic properties has been recently given by Salamonet al.9

in terms of the so-called ‘‘Griffiths-phase’’ treatment.
As the bandwidth is further reduced, one encounters

boundary between the FM, metallic phase, and an antife
magnetic ~AFM! insulator with partial charge and orbita
ordering.1,10 Here the magnetic and transport properties c
be strongly affected by external parameters, such as m
netic field~magnetoresistive ratios up to 11 orders of mag
tude have been reported!,11 pressure,12 and illumination with
different kinds of radiation.13 In addition, phase coexistenc
over much longer length scales~from submicron to severa
microns! has been reported.14–16Caution should therefore b
exercised in extending effective-medium approximations
this regime. Nevertheless, in a recent publication, Bu
et al.17 present extensive computational investigations o
‘‘toy model’’ specifically constructed to capture the phenom
enology of this part of the phase diagram. This Ising-li
system contains the basic ingredients believed to be rele
to the physics—that is, competing interactions~giving rise,
as a function of a coupling constantJ2 between next-near
neighboring Mn spins, to two competing phases connec
by a bicritical point! and tunable quenched disorder. As t
latter is increased, all the ordering temperatures decre
sharply in the vicinity of the bicritical point, which is itsel
suppressed down to zero temperature, in analogy to the w
©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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G. R. BLAKE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 144412 ~2002!
known quantum critical point~QCP! behavior. Upon a fur-
ther increase of the quenched disorder, a charge-disord
paramagnetic~CDP! phase is stabilized in a wideJ2-T re-
gion, which includes a zero-temperature line. Short-ra
CO and FM correlations dominate this phase, often descr
as a ‘‘cluster glass.’’ As supporting evidence to their comp
tational work, Burgyet al.quote recent experimental data b
Tomioka et al.18 The authors of these papers, by means
resistivity and magnetization measurements, identify regi
of strong suppression of either FM or CO temperatures a
function of the tolerance factor, which can be attributed
QCP behavior. If the CDP is indeed present at all tempe
tures, it remains to be understood how it relates to the wid
reported macroscopic phase separation, since the l
clearly implies long-range ferromagnetic and charge ord
ing. One possibility not to be discounted is that macrosco
phase separation may not be intrinsic and that the ‘‘tru
QCP behavior is only observed with particular combinatio
of cations or for exceptionally good-quality samples. An
ternative explanation is that measurements of macrosc
properties are difficult to understand in a phase-separ
regime and a true picture can emerge only by combin
them with microscopic probes of magnetic and charge ord
ing, such as neutron diffraction.

In order to clarify this important aspect of manganite ph
nomenology, we examined in detail, by means of neut
powder diffraction, magnetization and resistivity measu
ments, the part of the Pr0.65(CaySr12y)0.35MnO3 phase dia-
gram (0.60<y<0.80) purportedly containing a QCP fory
50.75.18 This series was chosen not only because it is
same as in the work by Tomiokaet al., but also because
dramatic changes in properties are achieved through a
narrow compositional range (y50.8 is a CO insulator,y
50.6 a FM metal! with only minor changes of theA-site
disorder. Our most significant finding is thatall ordering
temperatures~the CO temperatureTCO, the Nee`l tempera-
ture TN , and the Curie temperatureTC) are continuous
throughy50.75. All of our data can be understood in term
of balance between long-range-ordered FM and CO pha
the only significant variable parameter being the relat
phase fraction. TheTCO andTC curves cross aty50.65, but
mixed-phase samples are found on either side of the bo
ary. We find that the sharp upturn in the magnetizati
which was identified by Tomiokaet al. as a very low Curie
temperature, corresponds in fact to a sudden increase in
amount of the ferromagnetic phase~phase fraction!. This in-
dicates that the CO phase is most stable in an intermed
temperature range, while the FM phase tends to domin
at low temperatures. Below 40 K, the AFM structure asso
ated with the CO phase undergoes a spin reorientation t
sition, possibly associated with simultaneous ordering of
Pr moments.

II. EXPERIMENT

Ceramic samples of Pr0.65(CaySr12y)0.35MnO3 (y50.60,
0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.80! were prepared by conventional solid
state reaction. Stoichiometric quantities of high-pur
Pr6O11, MnO2, and ACO3 (A5Ca,Sr) were calcined a
14441
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900 °C and then sintered as pressed pellets for 24 h at 1
1200, 1300, and 1350 °C in flowing oxygen with intermed
ate grinding. Following the final firing, the pellets we
slowly cooled to room temperature. Resistance meas
ments were carried out with the conventional four-pro
technique. Data were collected as a function of tempera
on both cooling and warming at a rate of 2 K/min. Fiel
cooled dc magnetization data were collected on both coo
and warming at a rate of 2 K/min using a Quantum Des
PPMS under a bias field of 0.5 T. Neutron powder diffracti
data were collected using the GEM diffractometer at the IS
neutron source~Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK!. All
measurements were performed on cooling from 280 K do
to 10 K, using a closed-cycle refrigerator. The collecti
time was 15 min per temperature using samples of mass;5
g, producing high-quality data in thed-spacing range 0.3 Å
<d<40 Å. Structural parameters, phase fractions, magn
moments, and spin orientations were refined with
Rietveld method using the programGSAS.19

III. NEUTRON DIFFRACTION: GENERAL

The scattering function of all the samples is characteri
by the simultaneous presence of nuclear and magnetic B
peaks~the latter at temperatures belowTC or TN only! and
by nuclear and magnetic diffuse scattering. Typical diffra
tion patterns, the contribution of each type of scattering
ing indicated, are shown in Fig. 1. A long-range-orderi
transition is signaled by the appearance of extra Bragg in
sity, either coinciding with existing Bragg peaks~FM order-

FIG. 1. Typical GEM neutron diffraction patterns fo
Pr0.65(CaySr12y)0.35MnO3 ~the plots shown are fory50.65 at 100
K!. Main panel: observed, calculated, and difference diffract
profiles for a Rietveld refinement of nuclear and magnetic str
tures. The refined data were collected from four detector ba
situated at 2u517.9°, 63.5°, 91.4°, and 153.9° and refined sim
taneously. To produce the figure, data from different banks in a
centd-spacing ranges were spliced at points of the profile where
Bragg peaks are present. Tick marks show the peak positions
~from top to bottom! the FM magnetic phase, thePnma nuclear
phase, the CO nuclear phase, and the AFM magnetic phase. S
lattice peaks from the CO phase~left inset, marked with arrows! are
evident, as is extra intensity in some nuclear peaks due to
ordering~right inset!, where a dashed line indicates the contributi
from the nuclear phase.
2-2
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STRUCTURAL AND MAGNETIC ORDERING IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 144412 ~2002!
ing! or at new positions of the reciprocal lattice~CO-AFM!.
The AFM and CO structures appearing throughout the wh
compositional range are of the so-called pseudo-CE ty
which has been described elsewhere.10,14,20 In order for a
Bragg peak to be observed, coherence of the crystal or m
netic structure must be established over domains of at l
several hundred angstroms in size. Therefore, ordering t
peratures are defined by the increase in intensity of co
sponding Bragg peaks above their high-temperature va
and indicate long-range ordering over a part or all of
sample volume. Likewise, a spin reorientation transition
marked by therelative intensity changes of Bragg peaks b
longing to the same magnetic structure, while preserving
overall value of the magnetic moment. The phase diagram
Pr0.65(CaySr12y)0.35MnO3, constructed by drawing phas
lines through the onset ordering temperatures as defi
above, is shown in Fig. 2.

We find that all of the ordering temperatures are conti
ous through they50.75 composition. However, this is i
itself insufficient to disprove the QCP scenario, as order
could involve only a small part of the sample, perhaps wit
slightly different composition. We will therefore investiga
the possible existence of the CDP phase, a key ingredien
the QCP model. Our argument will proceed as follows:~i!
We will show that, wheneverTCO.TC (y>0.70), the whole
sample undergoes a transition to a well-ordered CO phas
TCO. ~ii ! At TC , part of the sample becomes FM. At th
point, the CO and FM phases coexist.~iii ! Below TN , the
CO phase becomes AFM. At this point, the whole sample
magnetically ordered for all compositions.~iv! In this series
of samples, there is no trace at low temperatures of sh
range ferromagnetic fluctuations, which are the hallmark
the CDP phase in both theory and experiments and
present, as expected, at high temperatures in the ‘‘true’’ p
magnetic phase. We conclude that the low-temperature C

FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagram
Pr0.65(CaySr12y)0.35MnO3 . TCO, TN , andTC are the onset tem
peratures of charge ordering, AFM ordering, and FM ordering,
spectively. A sudden increase in the FM phase fraction and ele
cal conductivity occurs atTC2 ~see text for details! and a spin
reorientation in the AFM phase occurs atTSR. The majority phase
~i.e., with phase fraction.50%! is indicated by different shades o
gray: paramagnetic insulator~white!, ferromagnetic metal~light
gray!, and charge-ordered insulator~dark gray!. The hatched area
indicates phase coexistence.
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phase, if it exists at all, is only present as a small fraction
these samples, the metal-to-insulator transition is domina
by percolation in a macroscopic CO-FM phase assembla

IV. SINGLE-PHASE REFINEMENTS

Of all the compositions we studied, they50.80 is by far
the easiest to understand, since neutron diffraction patt
show no trace of ferromagnetic behavior. This is in agr
ment with the magnetization measurements discus
later: even if the small ordered moment (0.25mB /Mn)
were preserved in zero field, it would be too small to
observed by neutron powder diffraction. Sincey50.80 is
well to the Ca-rich side of the ‘‘QCP,’’ this sample is ex
pected to display CO with a high degree of ordering and
be free of the CDP phase. This scenario is in excellent ag
ment with the results of our single-phase refinements, ba
on the CO model we have previously proposed.14 In fact, the
quality of the present data is such that we can freely refineall
the structural parameters of the CO phase in theP21 /m
space group. The only constraints used were on the isotr
Debye-Waller factors; these were constrained to be equa
the two Mn31 sites, on the four Pr/Ca/Sr sites, for the ‘‘in
plane’’ and for the ‘‘out-of-plane’’ oxygen atoms. Figure
shows the evolution of the Jahn-Teller distortion parame
(sJT) with temperature, averaged over the two Mn31 sites.
This parameter is defined as

sJT5$ 1
3 S i@~Mn-O! i2^Mn-O&#2%1/2,

where (Mn-O)i is the i th bond distance in an MnO6 octahe-
dron and^Mn-O& is the mean bond distance.21 sJT is a mea-
sure of the degree of orbital ordering in the CO phase. T
low-temperature value ofsJT50.062 Å is similar to that of
the CE-CO phase in La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 (sJT50.068 Å),22 but
small in comparison with purely Mn31 manganites such a
LaMnO3 (sJT50.116 Å),23 PrMnO3 (sJT50.133 Å),24 and
HoMnO3 (sJT50.134 Å).25 The magnitude and direction o
the ordered AFM moments on both the Mn31 and Mn41

sublattices were also refined, and their temperature de
dence was found to be consistent with a usual power-
behavior. The moments always lie in thexy plane; for T
.40 K, they are at an angle of;20° to theb axis on the
Mn31 sublattice and essentially parallel to theb axis on the

-
ri-

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the Jahn-Teller distor
parametersJT of the CO-phase Mn31 site. Values are plotted only
for the single-phase regions of they50.70, 0.75, and 0.80 compo
sitions.
2-3
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G. R. BLAKE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 144412 ~2002!
Mn41 sublattice. Additional confirmation of full ordering i
provided by the very large refined AFM moment at low te
peratures@3.05(1)mB /Mn averaged over both sublattices#.
This is larger than the corresponding ordered moment fo
in La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 @2.78(1)mB /Mn#,22 although still smaller
than the single-ion value for this doping (3.65mB /Mn). In
addition to covalency effects, this reduction is most like
due to the presence of magnetic defects, as found
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3.22

All the other samples display FM behavior at low tem
peratures. However, for (y>0.70), whereTC,TCO, there
exists a temperature regionTC,T,TCO where the patterns
can be satisfactorily analyzed in the same way as foy
50.8, i.e., with a single-phase CO model. The refined val
of sJT for theseT-y points are also shown in Fig. 3. If CO
were giving way to CDP behavior, we would expect orbi
ordering to become increasingly weak on approaching
QCP composition. On the contrary, Fig. 3 clearly shows t
thesJT versusT curve does not vary significantly with com
position aboveTC , demonstrating that all three compositio
are equally well ordered. They50.60 patterns atT,50 K
contain a single FM phase, with no trace of CO. Once ag
the high value of the refined moment@3.45(3)mB /Mn,
aligned parallel to thea axis; here, the slight reduction wit
respect to the single-ion value is probably due to covalen#
rules out the presence of a CDP component.

V. REFINEMENTS IN THE TWO-PHASE REGION

A large number ofT-y points contain FM, CO, and AFM
peaks, which, in these compounds, is usually indicative
phase coexistence. We note that, whenever the instrum
resolution does not allow the coexisting phases to be
solved, it is usually very difficult to distinguish phase seg
gation from spin canting from neutron powder diffractio
data. For example, Yoshizawaet al.26 previously reported the
existence of a single spin-canted CE-type CO phase
Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3, which we subsequently demonstrated to
phase segregated.20 In the present case, we also arg
strongly against spin canting for the following reasons. Fi
wherever CO, AFM, and FM neutron diffraction peaks coe
ist, the intensities of the CO peaks are always linearly co
lated with those of the AFM peaks, even when both sets
peaks vary in a nonmonotonic way~see, for example, they
50.6 composition, described below!. This implies that the
CO phase is purely AFM. Second, the AFM- and FM
ordered moments extracted from two-phase refinementsin-
dependentlydisplay power-law temperature dependence
all compositions. This would not be expected and is
tremely unlikely to occur accidentally in the presence of s
canting. Third, the AFM componentitself displays a spin
reorientation transition at low temperatures~see below!,
which does not correlate with the behavior of the FM m
ment, again suggesting that the two are spatially decoup

Since the resolution of GEM (Dd/d>0.25%) does not
allow nuclear peaks of the coexisting phases to be resol
unconstrained multiphase refinements are not viable, and
needs to implement strategies to extract the maxim
14441
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amount of relevant information. We have chosen two ba
approaches.

First, refinements can be performed with asingle-phase
model, allowing the FM and AFM moments to vary indepe
dently. This strategy provides satisfactory fits, because
difference in lattice parameters between the two phase
small compared to the instrument resolution. The sum
quadratureof the refined FM and AFM moments yields th
root-mean-squared total ordered moment per manganese
M rms, which is plotted in Fig. 4; this is the only magnet
parameter that can be obtained without any knowledge of
phase fractions of the coexisting phases.27 In this case, the
nuclear phase was chosen to havePnmasymmetry and no
information regarding the superstructure was gathered.
QCP scenario has a very strong implicit prediction regard
the behavior ofM rms: this parameter should be strong
suppressed as the CDP phase sets in, because disor
spins do not contribute to the intensity of Bragg reflectio
Figure 4 clearly demonstrates that our samples do not ad
to this prediction. At low temperatures,M rms is always
greater than the full AFM-ordered moment (;3.1mB /Mn for
y50.80) and increases monotonically with decreasingy up
to the full FM-ordered moment (;3.5mB /Mn for y50.60).
As already anticipated, there is no trace of a magnetic
disordered phase fory50.75. The slope changes correspon
ing to lower-temperature transitions are also notewort
These would not be expected for spin reorientation and c
ing and confirm indirectly the presence of multiple magne
phases.

A reorientation of the AFM moments from the directio
of the b axis towards thea axis was detected for 0.70<y
<0.80 at or below 40 K~see Fig. 2!. This transition, which is
most likely associated with ordering of the Pr moments, w
not previously reported for the pseudo-CE phase and is
scribed in more detail in Appendix A. Clear signatures of t
metallization and CO transitions are visible in the lattice p
rameters and atomic displacement parameters of thePnma
crystallographic phase. These anomalies are not centra
the present discussion, but can serve as guides to the u
lying electronic phenomena within a simple structural mod
We have reported them in more detail in Appendix B.

As an alternative approach, constrained two-phase refi
ments~a CO-AFM phase with space groupP21 /m in com-
bination with a FM phase with space groupPnma! can be

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the root-mean-squared
ordered magnetic moment per Mn atom. Error bars are smaller
the symbols.
2-4
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STRUCTURAL AND MAGNETIC ORDERING IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 144412 ~2002!
performed. Here the principal aim is to obtain the phase fr
tions of the coexisting phases. Therefore, we have fixed b
structural and magnetic parameters of the CO-AFM phas
be equal to those of they50.80 sample at each correspon
ing temperature. As we have already seen, this approac
supported by the refinements in the single-phase reg
sinceTN , sJT, and the AFM moment are essentially com
position independent. Also, in the mixed-phase regions
have verified that the intensities of the AFM and CO pea
are always linearly correlated~this is in itself a very strong
indication of phase segregation as opposed to spin cant!.
The second phase was chosen to havePnmacrystallographic
symmetry with a refinable magnetic moment.28 Figure 5
shows the refined fraction of thePnma-FM phase throughou
the phase diagram. They50.70 and 0.75 samples display th
same sequence of transitions: atTCO long-range CO rap-
idly sets in over nearly all the sample volume. AtTC , a
small portion of the sample acquires a FM moment. At low
temperatures~40–100 K!, the FM-Pnma phase fraction
shows a further increase, followed by a final saturation
low temperatures. They50.65 sample shows a similar in
crease in the FM-Pnmaphase fraction between 60 and 11
K; although TCO and TC coincide, the CO phase initially
dominates. The sample-dependent quantities in Fig. 5 are
values of the phase fraction at the high- and low-tempera
‘‘plateaus’’ and the temperatureTC2 where the transition be
tween the two occurs. We have definedTC2 as the midpoint
of the phase fraction increase between the two plateaus
can be seen in Fig. 2,TC2 has a similar composition depen
dence to the values ofTC as determined by Tomiokaet al.,18

but has clearly a different meaning:TC2 is not a magnetic
ordering temperature, but a point where the balance
phases is dramatically altered. They50.60 sample, where
TC.TCO, displays a slightly different behavior within th
same overall scenario. Clearly, a large FM-Pnmafraction is
establishedbeforelong-range CO sets in. In Fig. 5 this frac
tion is shown as 100%, but it is likely that part of the samp
is still in the high-temperature disordered state; the pres
data do not allow the true fraction to be determined.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the ferromagnetic, cha
delocalized phase fraction for 0.6<y<0.75. Solid symbols are fo
the FM-Pnma phase from two-phase Rietveld refinements~error
bars are approximately60.005!. Open symbols are for the deloca
ized~non-Jahn-Teller distorted! component in the PDF analysis~see
text; error bars are approximately60.07!. For each composition
the approximate position ofTC2 , where there is a pronounced in
crease of the FM-phase fraction, is also indicated~see text!.
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cooling CO briefly competes, reaching a maximum of ab
30% phase fraction, but is completely suppressed at low t
peratures.

Figure 6 shows the FM moments of theindividual phases,
where refined: clearly, these parameters are rather inse
tive to the composition. This is further confirmation of th
fact that most of the competition between different order
schemes occurs on the length scale of hundreds of a
stroms, not on the nanoscopic scale, and that the phase
regation model is correct. In the QCP scenario, we wo
have expected thePnmaphase to be partially paramagnet
with a much-reduced magnetic moment.

VI. SHORT-RANGE STRUCTURAL AND MAGNETIC
ORDERING

One of the peculiarities of the proposed CDP phase is
fact that it contains CO and FM domains of nanome
size—i.e., much smaller than the correlation length of
neutron diffraction probe. The CDP phase should theref
be associated with enhanced nuclear and magnetic dif
scattering. Both features can be probed in our data.

In order to investigate the short-range structural order,
calculated the pair distribution functions~PDF’s! for all our
data sets. The PDF is a representation of the local structu
real space and makes use of both Bragg peaks and dif
scattering. This technique has been widely used to desc
local disorder in crystalline materials, includin
manganites.29 The PDF’s were extracted using the merg
GEM histograms between 0.9 and 28 Å21. While the
higher-Q limit was imposed by the high-Q statistics of the
data, the lower-Q limit was chosen in order to minimize th
magnetic contribution to the PDF while still including th
nuclear Bragg peaks. In this way the broad oscillations ch
acteristic of the magnetic contribution to the PDF are ne
gible in the data in both FM and AFM regions. The expe
mental PDF’s were fitted with a very simple two-pha
model, which describes the data as a mixture of a localiz
Jahn-Teller distorted phase and a ‘‘delocalized’’~D! phase
with regular octahedra and no Jahn-Teller distortion. O
data up to 4.1 Å were considered, making our model se
tive only to short-range order. The models for the tw
‘‘pure’’ phases were taken from they50.80 and 0.60 low-

e- FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the FM-ordered mom
for 0.6<y<0.75. The line connecting they50.6 data is a guide
to the eye.
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temperature data sets, respectively, and allowance was m
for thermal broadening. A single parameter, the phase f
tion of theD phase, was extracted from these fits. It is no
worthy that this model cannot distinguish between the pa
magnetic and CO phases, because both support JT pola
~long-range ordered in the latter!. The phase fraction of theD
phase is plotted in Fig. 5~the PDF fits themselves are n
shown!, together with the Rietveld FM phase fraction as
function of temperature and composition. There is excell
agreement between the two parameters, which, we stress
determined in a completely independent way. The only s
nificant discrepancy occurs at high temperatures for thy
50.60 FM sample and reflects the well-known presence
JT polarons well into the FM phase even for metal
samples~see, for example, Ref. 29!. In the QCP scenario, we
would have expected a significant discrepancy neay
50.70: in fact, the CDP phase would contribute to t
Pnmaphase in the Rietveld analysis and to the JT phas
the PDF analysis.

The magnetic diffuse scattering was extracted from
data by subtracting the Rietveld-refined Bragg peaks fr
the data sets at low momentum transferQ. The presence o
oscillations, which are characteristic of short-range magn
order, are clearly visible in the paramagnetic region. Bef
Rietveld refinement, the data were normalized to the sca
ing intensity obtained from a vanadium rod. For the diffus
scattering analysis, the Bragg pattern-subtracted data w
then replotted in absolute units~barns/sterad/formula unit! by
use of the Rietveld-refined scale factor, and the nuclear
coherent neutron scattering cross section was subtracted
all compositions, the room-temperature scattering inten
increases rapidly belowQ'0.5 Å21, a characteristic signa
of short-range FM ordering. In the paramagnetic region,
data belowQ50.5 Å21 could be fitted well using the spin
correlation model of Viretet al.,30 which yields the short-
range magnetic correlation length and the associated m
netic moment per formula unit. The fits were extended
include diffuse scattering in the region of the FM Bragg pe
at Q51.64 Å21, approximated by a Gaussian line shape
typical fit ~for y50.75, T5280 K) is shown in the inset to
Fig. 7. The FM correlation length for all compositions i

FIG. 7. Main panel: average value of the magnetic diffuse s
tering intensity in the range 0.3<Q<0.5 Å21 as a function of tem-
perature. Inset: typical raw neutron diffraction data after subtr
tion of Bragg peaks and the incoherent neutron scattering. The
shown is fory50.75,T5280 K. The solid line is a fit obtained by
adjusting the magnetic moment and correlation length~see text!.
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creases slightly, from 3.8~5! to 4.5~5! Å, on approachingTC .
This parameter does not diverge atTC because of the well-
known ‘‘central peak’’ behavior.31 The associated magneti
moments, at 2.4(2)mB /Mn, show no obvious variation with
temperature below 280 K and are essentially sample in
pendent. Fory>0.65 additional diffuse scattering near th
positions of the AFM Bragg peaks becomes apparent at t
peratures ranging fromT,250 K for y50.8 toT,190 K for
y50.65. The low-Q FM diffuse intensity rapidly decrease
on cooling throughTC and TN . At low temperatures, the
statistical quality andQ range of our data are not sufficient t
estimate the magnetic moments and correlation lengths in
pendently. Therefore, we illustrate the systematic behavio
the short-range magnetic correlations by plotting, in Fig.
the average value of the magnetic scattering cross sectio
Q50.4 Å21 ~the integration window was 0.2 Å21!. All com-
positions display similar behavior, with the diffuse intens
rapidly decreasing on cooling throughTC or TN . The differ-
ent behavior of the curves reflects the different shape of
FM and AFM magnetization. Once again, the diffuse ma
netic scattering supports phase segregation between
long-range-ordered magnetic phases, and not the presen
a ‘‘paramagnetic-like’’ phase down to low temperatures.

VII. MAGNETIZATION AND TRANSPORT
MEASUREMENTS

The nature of the competition between the FM and C
AFM phases at the mesoscopic-macroscopic level is w
illustrated by our magnetization and transport measureme
which agree well with previously published data,18 but are
also completely consistent with our neutron diffraction r
sults. Plots of magnetization versus temperature measure
heating and on cooling in an applied field of 0.5 T are sho
in Fig. 8. Considering first the cooling curves, they50.6 and
0.65 samples display a sudden upturn in the magnetiza
below;210 K, corresponding to the onset of long-range F
ordering. In both samples, the magnetization approache
value of ;3.2mB/Mn at low temperatures. Fory50.65 a
significant proportion of the sample is in the CO-AFM sta
on cooling through 200 K, and a second sudden upturn in
magnetization, evident at;90 K, may be attributed to the
sudden increase in the FM phase fraction atTC2 observed by
neutron diffraction, approaching 100% at 10 K. For they
50.7, 0.75, and 0.8 samples no obvious onset of long-ra
FM ordering is apparent. Rather, with increasingy, the shape
of the magnetization curve becomes more typical of a tr
sition to long-range AFM ordering close to 200 K. There a
upturns in the magnetization on cooling through;50 K for
the y50.7 and 0.75 samples, which again correspond to
creases in the FM phase fraction atTC2 ; however, the mag-
netization at low temperatures is much smaller than tha
the y50.6 and 0.65 samples, since the FM phase fract
never reaches 100%. The low-temperature magnetizatio
only ;0.25mB /Mn for y50.8, where the CO-AFM phas
dominates over the whole temperature range. The slight
crease in magnetization on cooling is most likely due to
partial ferromagnetic ordering of the Pr moments.

The large divergence of the magnetization curves m

t-

-
lot
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sured on cooling and heating fory50.65– 0.8 illustrates the
hysteretic FM-AFM competition in the phase-separated
gion of the phase diagram. Initially, the CO-AFM phase b
comes well established at near 200 K, creating a strain fi
that the FM phase, becoming the stable phase as the tem
ture is lowered, must overcome. Conversely, the strain fi
of the FM phase suppresses the CO-AFM phase on hea
For samples in the phase-separated region, there will b
large hysteresis between the relative phase fractions on h
ing and cooling through any given temperature. This pict
is supported by measurements of electrical resistance ve
temperature, shown in Fig. 9. Considering first the cool
curves, insulator-to-metal transitions are apparent for thy
50.6– 0.75 samples. These transitions occur atTC for y
50.6 and at progressively lower temperatures asy increases,
corresponding well toTC2 in the neutron diffraction mea
surements and to the sudden upturns in magnetization.
low-temperature resistance increases as the CO-AFM p
becomes more dominant with increasingy. Indeed, they
50.8 sample is insulating throughout the temperature ra
measured. In analogous fashion to the magnetization,
FM-AFM competition at the macroscopic level gives rise
a hysteresis of the resistance curves for samples in the
phase region.

VIII. DISCUSSION

Our data do not support the QCP scenario as a framew
for the series of transitions occurring in th
Pr0.65(CaySr12y)0.35MnO3 phase diagram. The crucia
ingredient—i.e., the low-temperature CDP phase—is nota
absent in the present case. It is noteworthy that a cha
disordered insulating phase, sometimes referred to as a

FIG. 8. Field-cooled magnetization versus temperature for
<y<0.8. Data were collected both on cooling and heating~indi-
cated with arrows! in an applied magnetic field of 0.5 T.
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bital glass, does in fact exist elsewhere in the ph
diagram—for example, in Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3.20 This phase is
weakly ferromagnetic with a reduced magnetic moment a
low TC and is probably related to the ferromagnetic insul
ing phase, with reduced spin stiffness constant, which
ubiquitous at low doping.32,33At the present doping level o
0.35 and with this combination of cations, the CDP pha
does not form.

Instead, the Pr0.65(CaySr12y)0.35MnO3 phase diagram is
dominated by mesoscopic-macroscopic phase coexiste
The theoretical framework for phase coexistence in th
materials is now well established. Computational stud
have shown that magnetic exchange disorder on an ato
scale~due, for example, to compositional fluctuations! can
stabilize ‘‘giant’’ clusters on a much longer length scale34

Also, the relative stability of the coexisting phases
strongly influenced by intragranular stresses, similar to m
tensitic phase transitions.16,20,35As expected, the relative pro
portions of the coexisting phases change as a functiony
~Fig. 2!. Much less expected is the striking temperature
pendence of the phase fractions, with the FM phase be
rapidly stabilized below a characteristic temperatureTC2 .
This strongly suggests the presence of a temperat
dependent CO-FM phase line in the ‘‘ideal’’ phase diagra
~i.e., in the absence of quenched disorder and strain!. It is
unclear why the CO phase should be more stable at hig
temperatures; we speculate that this might be related to
increased entropy, due to the presence of charge-orbital
order on the nominal Mn41 sites, which have to accommo
date 30% of Mn31. In any case, reproducing this picture w
represent a significant challenge for the computational
theoretical modeling of these materials.

6 FIG. 9. Electrical resistance normalized to theT5295 K value
vs temperature for 0.6<y<0.8. Data were collected both on coo
ing and heating~as indicated by arrows!.
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APPENDIX A: SPIN REORIENTATION AND Pr
MOMENT ORDERING AT LOW TEMPERATURES

Partial ordering of the Pr moments occurs at low tempe
tures. The onset temperature is impossible to define given
gradual nature of the ordering, but extra intensity in the f
romagnetic peaks begins to appear below;100 K for they
50.6 sample. The directions of the FM-ordered Pr mome
could not be refined, and they were constrained to lie al
the a axis. The ordered Pr moment at 10 K in they50.6
sample is 0.40(2)mB /Pr; it decreases with increasingy and
becomes too small to refine accurately in they50.8 sample.

In the AFM phase of the 0.70<y<0.80 samples a spin
reorientation occurs at;40 K. Changes in the relative inten
sities of the~101! and ~100! AFM peaks indicate a reorien
tation of the spins from close to theb axis towards thea axis;
in the xy plane, the spins on both the Mn31 and Mn41 sub-
lattices rotate by;50° between 20 and 40 K. No anomalie
in the crystal structure or in the Debye-Waller factors a
apparent in this temperature interval; the cause of the
reorientation is at present unclear, but one possibility is t
it may be induced by the partial ordering of Pr moments

APPENDIX B: LATTICE AND ADP ANOMALIES AT THE
ORDERING TEMPERATURES

The temperature dependence of the lattice parameters
unit-cell volume, as obtained from single-phase Rietveld
finements withPnmacrystallography symmetry, is plotted i
Fig. 10. For they50.6 sample a clear decrease in thea
lattice parameter and in the cell volume occurs atTC
5210 K. This is most likely due to the suppression of inc

FIG. 10. Lattice parameters and unit-cell volume as a funct
of temperature, obtained by fitting the data with a singlePnma
nuclear phase~see text!. Error bars are smaller than the symbols
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herent JT distortions as long-range FM ordering sets
There are obvious anomalies in the lattice parameters atTCO

for the 0.65<y<0.80 samples. The onset of charge and
bital ordering on cooling, with the corresponding increase
coherent JT distortion, causes a decrease ina and b and a
large increase inc, the cell volume smoothly decreasing wit
temperature.

The temperature dependence of the anisotropic Deb
Waller factors for the ‘‘apical’’ oxygen atoms O~1! and the
‘‘in-plane’’ oxygen atoms O~2!, as obtained from single
phase Rietveld refinements withPnmacrystallography sym-
metry, is plotted in Fig. 11. The values shown are the proj
tions of the thermal ellipsoids both parallel an
perpendicular to the Mn-O bonds. Fory50.6 and 0.65, there
is a sudden decrease in all the Debye-Waller factors as
sample is cooled throughTC . This is indicative of the sup-
pression of incoherent JT distortions as the insulator-m
transition is crossed, as reported elsewhere.29,36,37 More in-
terestingly, we observe clear signatures of the CO transit
with a sudden decrease of thelongitudinalcomponent for the
apical oxygen O~1! and an increase of thetransversecom-
ponent for the in-plane oxygen O~2!. Both observations are
consistent with a rotation of the filledeg orbitals in thea-c
plane and the development of a pattern of in-plane oxy
displacements.

n

FIG. 11. Projections of the oxygen anisotropic Debye-Wal
factorsparallel (Upar) andperpendicular(Uperp) to the direction of
the Mn-O bond lengths for the O~1! ~apical! and O~2! ~in-plane!
atoms. Plots are shown for three representative compositionsy
50.6 ~top!, 0.7 ~middle!, and 0.8~lower!. These values were ob
tained by fitting the data with a singlePnma nuclear phase~see
text!.
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